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By Henry David Thoreau, J. Lyndon Shanley, John Updike

Princeton University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Walden (150th
Anniversary edition), Henry David Thoreau, J. Lyndon Shanley, John Updike, Originally published in
1854, Walden, or Life in the Woods, is a vivid account of the time that Henry D. Thoreau lived alone
in a secluded cabin at Walden Pond. It is one of the most influential and compelling books in
American literature. This new paperback edition--introduced by noted American writer John
Updike--celebrates the 150th anniversary of this classic work. Much of Walden's material is derived
from Thoreau's journals and contains such engaging pieces as "Reading" and "The Pond in the
Winter." Other famous sections involve Thoreau's visits with a Canadian woodcutter and with an
Irish family, a trip to Concord, and a description of his bean field. This is the complete and
authoritative text of Walden--as close to Thoreau's original intention as all available evidence
allows. For the student and for the general reader, this is the ideal presentation of Thoreau's great
document of social criticism and dissent.
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Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV

Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on
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